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Annotatsiya. Mazkur maqolada, asosan turkiy tillarda sifatlarning ifodalanishi, 

qadimgi turkiy til va hozirgi turkiy tillar orasidagi o’xshash va farqli jihatlar, 

turkologiyada sifat mavzusi bo’yicha bildirilgan fikrlar hamda ularning tahlili, 

umumiy xulosalar bildirilgan. 

Kalit so’zlar: sifat, qadimgi turkiy til, turkiy tillar, turkiyshunoslik, bitiktoshlar. 

Annotation. This article mainly deals with the expression of adjectives in 

Turkic languages, similarities and differences between ancient Turkic and modern 

Turkic languages, opinions on the subject of adjective in Turkology and their 

analysis, general conclusions. 

Key words: adjective, ancient Turkic language, Turkic languages, Turkic 

studies, inscriptions. 

Аннотация. В статье в основном рассматриваются выражение 

прилагательных в тюркских языках, сходства и различия между 

древнетюркскими и современными тюркскими языками, мнения на тему 

прилагательных в тюркологии и их анализ, общие выводы. 

Ключевые слова: прилагательное, древнетюркский язык, тюркские языки, 

тюркология, надписи. 

Introduction. The lexical level of a language is the most variable level after the 

phonetic level. We find out how the group of adjectives, which is the object of study 

of morphology, has changed over the course of historical development, which 

languages have caused these changes, as well as how Uzbek differs from other Turkic 

languages in Turkic languages. Let us consider Many scholars have expressed similar 

views on the historical chronology of the Uzbek language, according to which the 

Uzbek language 

• The oldest Turkic language (from the earliest period to about the beginning of 

the century AD), 

• Ancient Turkic language (about III-IV centuries to IX centuries), 

• Old Turkic language (X century to XIV centuries), 

• Old Uzbek literary language (XV-early XX centuries), 

• Periodized in the form of modern Uzbek literary language (from the 1920s to 

the present). 

Literature review. In Turkic studies, the study of words related to the category 

of adjectives has a unique history. Turkic scholars such as N.K.Dmitriyev, 

A.P.Yakubinsky, L.N.Kharitonov, N.F.Katanov, P.M.Melioransky, M.A.Kazembek, 

A.N.Kononov, A.M.Shcherbak, S.N.Ivanov, P.I.Kuznesov, T.I.Grunin, 
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Ye.D.Polivanov have a unique semantic category of qualities, made important 

comments on the syntactic function of the construction and shooting feature. 

M.M.Fakhriddinov's «Turkcha qoida» (1913), Elbek's «Bitik yo’llari» (1919), 

«Yozuv yo’llari» (1921), Shorasul Zunnun's  o published a number of textbooks and 

manuals, such as «O’zbekcha qoidalar» (1925), Munavvar Qori, Qayum Ramazan, 

Shorasul Zunnun's «O’zbekcha til saboqligi» (1925), Ye.D. Polivanov's "Short 

grammar of the Uzbek language" (1926) in which, among other words, ideas about 

the semantic features of words belonging to the category of adjectives were 

expressed. 

Research Methodology. Fitrat was one of the first scholars to create Uzbek 

grammar. His book “Sarf” (1925-1930) discusses the morphology of the Uzbek 

language, including adjectives. In this play, the adjectives are initially divided into 

two groups according to the degree of primitive and artificial, the construction of the 

adjectives, and a number of adjectives that make up the adjectives. Fitrat mainly 

emphasizes the following adjectives: -li (bilimli), -gi (qishgi), -imtil (sarg’imtil), -ish 

(sarg’ish), -iy (tarixiy), -ma (yozma), -roq (yaxshiroq), -g‘on (bilag’on), -g‘in 

(ozg’in), -(a)r (oqar suv), -gan, -kan, -qan (o‘qigan yigit), -lik (o‘qurlik kitob) and so 

on. It seems that Fitrat understood the scope of quality construction in a very broad 

sense at that time, that is, along with direct quality construction (such as -li, -ma, -iy), 

quality levels, reduced quality forms, adjective forms also included. 

Analysis and results. O. Madrahimov's article "On the issue of quality and 

newly created adjectives in the Uzbek language" provides a more thorough analysis 

of a number of grammatical and semantic features of quality, especially of newly 

created adjectives. However, some of the points in the article are controversial and do 

not seem to correspond to the facts of the Uzbek language. For example, the author 

writes: “... the affix -li is not found in ancient Turkish written monuments and in the 

old Uzbek language. Its function was performed by the affix -lik (-lig, -liq, -lug, -luk). 

”[4] Citing these thoughts, docent T.Khojayev said: with -li occurring in the affix 

function, -lik, which is characteristic of the next period, is not a separate affix, but a 

single affix with two phonetic complexes. Because they do not differ from each other 

in terms of lexical meaning and grammatical meaning. The difference between them 

is in the phonetic structure. ” [5] 

According to some Turkologists, especially Shcherbak, adjectives did not exist 

at the level of a separate word group in the oldest and most ancient Turkic languages. 

That is, they are said to be the result of the semantic-functional development of the 

horse or of some other morphological structure. This view, which is widely 

acknowledged, is in fact incorrect, as adjectives are a lexical-functional type based on 

the distinction between the signs and properties of objects in the human mind, and are 

present in all the languages of the world. 

If we look at the expression of the adjective in the language of monuments, the 

use of adjectives in most modern Turkic languages, and compare the composition of 

modern adjectives with the language of runic monuments, it is not difficult to see that 

most of them are almost completely or partially preserved. With the exception of 

some phonetic differences, most Turkic languages have similarities. Let us now 
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compare some of the features of the Orkhon-Enasay monuments with modern 

languages: 

 

In the 

language of 

Orhon-

Enasay 

monuments 

In the 

Uzbek 

language 

In the 

Karakalpak 

language 

In the 

Kyrgyz 

language 

In the 

Kazakh 

language 

In the 

Uyghur 

language 

In the 

Turkmen 

language 

kalɪn 

kichig 

ulug 

tok 

ach 

isig 

kɪsga 

kuchlug 

yaŋɪ 

yig 

arɪq 

bosh 

sǝmiz 

ak 

ko’k 

beduk 

yimshaq 

qatɪg’dɪ 

qalin 

kichik 

ulug’ 

to’q 

och 

issiq 

qisqa 

kuchli 

yangi 

yaxshi 

oriq 

bo’sh 

semiz  

oq 

ko’k 

baland 

yumshoq 

qattiq 

qalɪn 

kishi 

ullɪ 

toq 

ash 

ɪssɪ 

qɪsqa 

kushli 

jaŋa 

jaqsɪ 

arɪq 

bos 

semiz 

aq 

ko’k 

biyik 

jumsaq 

qattɪ 

qalɪŋ 

kuchuu 

uluu 

toq 

ach 

ɪsɪq 

qɪsqa 

kushtuu 

jaŋɪ 

jaqshɪ 

arɪq 

bosh 

semiz 

aq 

ko’k 

biyik 

jumshaq 

qatuu 

qalɪŋ 

kishkene 

ulɪ 

toq 

ash 

ɪstɪq 

qɪsqa 

kushti 

jaŋa 

jaqsɪ 

arɪq 

bos 

semiz 

aq 

ko’k 

biyk 

jumsaq 

qattɪ 

qǝlin 

kichik 

uluq 

toq 

ach 

issiq 

qisqa 

kuchluk 

yeŋi 

yaxshi 

oruq 

bosh 

semiz 

aq 

ko’k 

buyuk 

jumshaq 

qattiq 

galɪŋ 

kichi 

ulɪ 

dok 

ach 

g’ɪzg’ɪn 

g’ɪsg’a 

guychli 

yaŋi 

yagshi 

arrɪq 

bosh 

semiz 

aq 

go’k 

beyik 

yumshak 

gatɪ 

Table: Adjectives in ancient and modern Turkic languages. 

In modern Turkic languages, adjectives have largely retained their old form - 

lexical and grammatical structure. At the same time, they have undergone certain 

phonetic or lexical changes according to the characteristics of each language. (While 

in the Orkhon-Enasoy script there is kuchluk,  in modern languages there are kuchli, 

ku’shli, ku’shti, kushtuu, guychli ) Lexical differences also occur. In the language of 

monuments it is used in the form of beduk, in modern Turkic languages it is used as 

biyik, biyk, beyik, buyuk . The Uzbek language uses the word baland (borrowed from 

Persian-Tajik). If we pay attention to this aspect, we can see that the Uzbek language 

was influenced by the Persian-Tajik language more than other Turkic languages. The 

word yig in the language of such monuments is given in most Turkic languages as 

yaxshi, jaqsi, jaxshi, yagshi. In fact, the word iygi has survived in modern Kipchak 

languages. (Karakalpak is iygilikli – good). In the Kazakh dictionary, the word iygi is 

given as an adjective, and the words iygi niyetti, iygilikti are given as an example. 

In the ancient Turkic language, adjectives can be divided into two types: original 

and relative adjectives: 1. The original adjectives represent the a) color of the thing 

and the object: ala, aq, qara, yashɪl. For example, " qɪzɪl qan, qara ter, sarɪg’ altun, 

aq ku’mu’sh, yag’ɪz (kulrang) yer, torɪg’ at, kɵk tǝŋri etc. b) represents the shape and 

size: sǝmiz buqa, torɪq buqa, az bodun, ɵkush bodun, egri to’be ; c) represents a trait: 
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arɪg’ (clean), sog’ug’ (cold), ǝdgu (good), kisi, yablag’ (bad) kisi, ayyɪg’ kisi, chɪg’an 

bodun; yablaq ag’ɪ bǝrir, yag’uq ǝrsǝr ǝdgu ag’ɪ bǝrir; d) means taste: suchug sab 

(sweet word); 

2. Relative adjectives. In the Old Turkic language, relative adjectives are formed 

by the method of affixation and composition. The following affixes make adjectives 

from adjectives and other word groups: a) -lɪg’, -lig, -lug’, -lu’g. These additions 

create quality from the horse and signify ownership and proportion. Ekin – ekinlig 

(ekinli); b) -sɪz, -siz, -suz, -su’z. These additions make the horse a sign of ownership 

and absence. Bilig (bilim) – biligsiz (bilimsiz); c) -saq, -sǝk. This desire is formed 

from the combination of the verb -sa, -sǝ and the adjective -q, -k. Bag’ɪr (jigar) – 

bag’ɪrsaq (ko’ngilchan); d) -sɪg’, -sig. This adds quality to the horse and means 

similarity. Qul - qulsɪg’ (quldek), bǝg (bek) – bǝgsig (beklarcha); e) -qɪ, -ki, (-g’ɪ, -

gi). This creates a relative quality from the extra horse, form and rhyme. -qɪ, to a 

thick base ending in a consonant, -ki  to a thin base; -g’ɪ is added to the thick base 

ending in a consonant, and -gi is added to the thin base: ay (oy) – ayqɪ (oyga xos), yay 

(yoz) – yayg’ɪ (yozgi), ichrǝ (ichda) – ichrǝki (ichidagi); f) The suffix -z. This 

adjective creates an adjective. U (to be able to) - uz (skillful); g) The suffix -l. This 

suffix is found in words such as yashɪl, qɪzɪl, tu’kǝl. 

Conclusion. Some Turkic languages have more adjectives than other languages. 

It later became part of their vocabulary. It should be noted that these words are 

borrowed from other languages, because a word encountered in one of the Turkic 

languages is considered to belong to the real Turkic layer only if it occurs in another 

sister language in the same or modified form. This process has existed since time 

immemorial, proving once again that language is a social phenomenon. As for the 

adjectives in the ancient Turkic language, it should be noted that in the language of 

this period, along with the adjectives, all other words retained their pure Turkishness. 

In later times, Arabic, Persian, and many other languages were introduced. 
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